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MONOTONE APPROXIMATION
BY ALGEBRAIC POLYNOMIALS
BY

G. G. LORENTZO AND K. L. ZELLER(2)
Abstract. A given real continuous function /on [a, b] is approximated by polynomials P„ of degree n that are subject to certain restrictions. Let 1 g kx < ■• ■< kp á n
be given integers, £¡=±1, given signs. It is assumed that P(*0(x) has the sign of e¡,
i=l, ...,/>, a^x^b.
Theorems are obtained which describe the polynomials of best
approximation, and (forp= 1) establish their uniqueness. Relations to Birkhoff interpolation problems are of importance. Another tool are the sets A, where \f(x)—P„(x)\
attains its maximum, and the sets B, with PHc'\x) = 0. Conditions are discussed which
these sets must satisfy for a polynomial P„ of best approximation for/. Numbers of the
points of sets A, B, are studied, the possibility of certain extreme situations established.

For example, if p = \, kx = l, n = 2q+l, it is possible that \A\ = 3, \B\=n.

1. Introduction. This paper deals with approximation, in the uniform norm, of
real continuous functions on an interval [a, b] by polynomials F„ of degree n,
PJ.x) = Hk=o okxk (where an=0 is permitted).
If/increases on [a, b], its polynomial of degree n of best approximation is not
necessarily increasing. For example (Roulier [10]), let f(x)=xik+1 on [-1, +1],
k=l,2,....
Then the polynomial of best approximation of degree 4k for / is
Pik(x) = xik +1—2'ikCik+1(x), where Cn is the Chebyshev polynomial, and it is
easy to see that P'ik(0)= -C4k+1(0)<0. It is therefore an interesting problem to
find, for a given function /, its polynomial of best approximation among all increasing polynomials, to find the degree of approximation of/by such polynomials,
and so on. We will dispense with the assumption that/itself is increasing, since it is

not essential for the results of this paper.
More general is the problem of the approximation of a given continuous function
f on [a, b], for a given k = l,2,...,
by polynomials Pn of degree n that satisfy
P(k)(x)^0, a^x^b.
Still more general is the problem, for given integers lá&i
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<k2< ■■■<kp and signs e¡= ± 1, i= 1,...,
satisfying the conditions

(1.1)

itfPOc) = 0,

[May

p, to approximate /by polynomials £n

aúxúb,

i=l,...,p.

For a given n, we denote this problem (as well as the class of the polynomials £n
that satisfy (1.1)) by F=F(fix,...,
kp; ex,..., ep). We write Fk for the special case
p = 1, kx=k, ex= +1. In analogy to the case k = 1, all these problems will be called
problems of monotone approximation.
In the present paper we deal with those aspects of the problem F (and, more
specifically, of Fk), which, for ordinary approximation, are answered by the theorems of Chebyshev. In our situation, these questions are decidedly more difficult.
§2 of our paper deals with the characterization of the polynomials of best approximation £n. The points xx,..., xu; yx,..., yK of Theorem 4, which should be
regarded as a generalization of the Chebyshev alternance, are p + X^n + 2 in
number (the inequality can occur) and depend on the behavior of £n and of P{k).
In §3 we prove the uniqueness of the polynomial of best approximation for the
problem Fk, in §§4-5 we discuss possible sets of points xt, yt, and possible values
of p., A. Our problems are related to different interpolation problems: Lagrange
interpolation (§2), Hermite interpolation (§5), but most intimately, to the general
Birkhoff interpolation problem [2]. Actually, the solvability of this problem under
certain conditions (Atkinson and Sharma [1]) is essential for the proof of uniqueness

in §3.
Several authors have dealt with the problems of monotone

approximation:

Shisha [13], Roulier [10], [11], the present authors [4], [5], [6]. The papers [13],
[11], [4], [5] discuss the degree of approximation, while the paper [6] deals with the
problem Fx and can be regarded as an introduction to the present paper. See also

Rice [9].
We return to the general problem F. If n ^ kp, as we shall always assume, there
exist polynomials q that satisfy (1.1) in the strict sense: eiq(ki\x)>0 on [a, b],
i= 1,..., p. For the proof we take
(1.2)

qix) = APix-a)kp

+ Ap_xix-a)k>-i+-

■■+Axix-a)ki,

where Ap = ep, and the At have the sign of eh i=l,..

-,p— 1. If we select Ap_x,

Ap_2,... inductively taking them sufficiently large, we will have the required inequalities. Compactness arguments show that a polynomial £ e F of best approximation for fie C [a, b) exists ; and all £ with this property form a compact and convex
subset of C[a, b]. The following theorem has been given by Roulier [10] for the
problem Fx :
Theorem 1. Let a continuous function fi and a polynomial P e F be given, with P
not identically equal to fi Then P is a polynomial of best approximation for f in the

class F if and only if

(1.3)

max \f(x)-P(x)]Q(x) Z 0,
xeA
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where A is the set

A = A(fiP) = [x : \fi(x)-P(x)\ = ||/-F||],
for each polynomial Q of degree n that satisfies the conditions

(1.4)

etlPV'Xx)- Qik'\x)] > 0,

a ^ x S b, i = 1,..., p.

We omit the proof, which is similar to the proof of the well-known theorem of

Kolmogorov [3, p. 18].
On the set A = A(fi,P) we define the function
(1.5)

o(x) = sign [fi(x)-P(x)],

which is continuous on A. Conversely, if a polynomial P e F, a compact set
A<=[a, b] and a continuous sign function a on A are given, there exists a function

fie C[a, b] for which A = A(fi P).
For the proof, we take 8 > 0 arbitrarily and put g(x) = 8o(x) on A. The complement
of A is a union of countably many intervals (ak, ßk). We put g(x) = 0 on [afc+ 8fc,
ßk - 8J, taking the 8k> 0 so small, that 8/Sfc> \\P' \\ and ak+8k < ßk - 8fc,k = 1, 2,...,
and extend g linearly onto the intervals (ak, ak + 8k), (ßk —hk,ßk)- Then f=P+g
will have the required properties. The question remains whether one can take /
here to be continuously differentiable with the properties efiikiXx) 2:0, afíxfíb.
With each PeF(kx,...,
kp; elt..., e„) we associate the sets

(1.6)

Bt = BX(P)= [x : P(k>\x) -01

i=l,...,p.

For the problem Fk we have one single set B. A useful remark is that, for P eF,

(1.7)

P^ +1\x) = 0,

xeBu

x + a,b.

(Otherwise Pik¿ would change sign at x.) A collection of sets Bx,...,

Bp is possible

for the problem F if there exists aPeF with BX= BX(P),i=l,...,
p. This condition
restricts the sets B¡ considerably. For example, ifp = 2, k± = l, k2 = 2, then Bx can
only be either a one point set, or the interval [a, b].

For the problem Fk, a set i?<=[a, b], B^ [a, b], is possible exactly when

(1.8)

2l-e Ú n-k,

where / is the number of points in B, and e the number of points of B among a, b.
For the proof, let 2l—e>n —k, then F(W has more than n —k roots (/— e double
roots at the points of B inside (a, b), and in addition e single roots), so that Pm = 0
and B= [a, b]. Conversely, if a set B<^ [a, b] satisfies (1.8) and consists of the points
Xx< ■■■<xlin [a, b], we take P(x) to be the fcth indefinite integral of
(x - Xx)2(x - x2)2 ■■■(x - x,)2.

If Xx=a, we replace (x —Xx)2by (x—a) in this product; if x¡ = b, we replace (x—x¡)2

by (b-x).
In particular, if B consists just of one point y, then B is possible if and only if

a<y<b and k^n-2,

or if y=a ory=b and k^n-l.
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2. Characterization of polynomials of best approximation.
We wish to improve
Theorem 1. For this purpose, we will try to replace condition (1.4) of this theorem,
we call it also (a), by a less restrictive condition. If the sets £¡ are defined by (1.6),
we consider, instead of (a), the conditions

(a')

eAP^W-Q^ix)]

> 0,

aúx^b,

i=l,...,p,

(b)

hQ**x) =0,

xeBu

i=l,...,p,

(b')

«iß^'W

xeBh

i=l,...,p.

< 0,

Let A, or A',...
denote the following statements: There exists a polynomial
ß of degree n that satisfies (a), or (a'),...,
respectively, and violates (1.3), that is,
satisfies the condition

(2.1)

[f(x)-P(x)]Qix)

< 0,

xeA.

It is immediately clear that A' => A, B' => B. Conversely, A => A': If there exists a
ß that satisfies (a) and (2.1), then Q = Q-Xq, where q is any of the polynomials

(1.2) with eiq{k¡)ix)>0, a^x^b,
i=l,...,
p, and A>0 is sufficiently small, will
satisfy (a') and (2.1). Similarly B => £'. It is obvious that A' => £'. To prove the
converse, assume that ß satisfies (2.1) and (b'). With Q, any polynomial ß = Aß,
A>0 satisfies (2.1). For each i= 1,..., p we can find an open set G^Bi with the
property etQlkt\x) <0,xe G¡. Then (a') holds for Qifxe Gt. We select A> 0 so small

that

A max llß^i'H <
i = l.P

Then e^^Kef^ix),

xtGf,

min

1 = 1.P

\P^\x)\.

x i Gi, so that (a') holds for ß for all x.

This shows that conditions A, A', B, B' are all equivalent. As a consequence, we

have
Theorem 2. A polynomial PeF
is a polynomial of best approximation in the
class F for a given continuous function f if and only if there does not exist a polynomial

Q of degree nfior which

(2.2)
(2.3)

°(x)Q(x) < 0,
e.Q^ix) < 0,

xeBu

xeA,
i=l,...,p.

As a corollary we see that the property of a given £ e F to be or not to be a
polynomial of best approximation for/depends only on the set A = AiP,fi) and the
function ct(x) given by (1.5), and not on any other property off.
Our next step is to reduce the number of points x involved in conditions (2.2)
and (2.3) to the Chebyshev number n + 2, and to connect them with certain linear
identities, valid for all polynomials ß of degree n.
One can say that conditions (2.2) and (2.3) or (2.4) and (2.5) below express the
impossibility of certain Birkhoff interpolation problems (see [2]), where however
not the values of the polynomial ß and of its derivatives are prescribed, but the
signs of these values.
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Theorem 3. A polynomial PeF
is a polynomial of best approximation for a
given continuous function f if and only if there exist points Xj e A, 7=1, ■■-, p,

ytje Bx,j=l,...,

X,, i=l,..

.,p with p + Xx+ ■■■+ Xp^n + 2 for which there is no

Q that satisfies
(2.4)

o(x,)Q(Xj) < 0,

(2.5)

et^(y{j)

< 0,

j=l,...,p,

; = 1,..., A,, i = 1,..., p,

or, equivalently, if and only if there exist such points xf, yxj and constants b¡ > 0,

b,j>0for which

(2.6)

f bjo(Xj)Q(Xj)+
2 «, 2 fe«Ô(fc,)(F«)
=0
i=i
i=i i=i

holds for all polynomials Q of degree n.
Proof. In the n + 1 dimensional space Rn +1 of points X=(£x, ■■-, fB+i)> we
associate with each polynomial Q(x) = axXn+ ■■■+anx + an+1 the linear continuous
functional L(X) = ^J + 1 «,£,. We consider the points
X = o(x)(xn, Xa'1,...,

(2.7)

x, 1),

x e A;

Yt = e,(n(n-1)- • .(n-kt+l)y"-\

. ..,k,l, 0,..., 0),
yeBx,

i = l,...,p.

Let sé be the collection of all these points, then sé is compact in Rn +1. The interpolation problem with the given signs is impossible if and only if there is no L

for which L(Z) < 0 for all Z e sé. This may be replaced by the condition L(Z) < 0
for all points Z of the convex hull séc of sé. By the theorems of separation of convex
sets in Fn+1, there is no L with this property, if and only if the origin in Rn+1
belongs to séc. By a theorem of Carathéodory [3, p. 20, Lemma 2], the convex
hull séc is obtained from sé by taking all convex combinations of all groups of at
most n + 2 points of sé. Thus the interpolation problem is impossible exactly if
there exist at most n + 2 points Xj, Yi} of type (2.7) and numbers b¡>0, bxj>0

such that

(2.8)

Z0= 2M0+2é«*y = 0.
i

a

This is also equivalent to F(Zo) = 0 for all L, that is, to (2.6) for all Q. Since these
arguments are invertible, we can also return to the conditions of the form (2.2)
and (2.3). This gives the first part of the theorem.
Note that in Theorem 3 we must have

(2.9)

ii+(/c1 + l)A1+--.+(/cp+l)A,

> n + 2.

For if this sum is ^n+1, then the Hermite interpolation problem is solvable,
which assigns arbitrary values to Q at the points x, and to Q, Q',..., Q(ki)at the
points yxj.
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As a special case of Theorem 3 we note :
Theorem 4. A polynomial P is the polynomial of best approximation for fi in the
class Fk if and only if there are points x¡ e A, i= 1,..., p., and points

yj e B = [x : P«Xx) = 0],

j = 1,..., A, p + X í n + 2,

for which there is no Q with the properties

(2.10)

oix)Qix) < 0, i=l,...,p;

Q«Xyj)< 0, j = 1.A,

or, equivalently, if and only if there exist points xh y¡ and constants a¡ > 0, bj >0for

which

(2.11)

2 w(x)Qix)+ 2 bjf?kXy,)= 0
i=i

1=1

holdsfor all Q of degree n.
Example. A polynomial P4e#, of best approximation to x5 on [—1, +1] is
P = cx3, where 0<c<l
is so chosen that the negative minimum of xs —cx3 on
[0, 1] is equal in absolute value to its positive maximum at x=l. In other words,
c is the unique positive root of the equation c— 1 = f (f)3,2c6/2. For the proof assume
that this minimum is taken at x = a, 0<a< 1. The set A consists of the four points
—I < —a < a < I, B of the point 0, <j(x) alternates with cr(—1)= —1. Since there is a
matching identity, of type (2.11), for all polynomials ß of degree 4,
-ß(-l)

+ a-3ß(-a)-iz-3ß(a)+ß(l)

+ 2(a-2-l)ß'(0)

= 0,

£ is indeed a best polynomial, by Theorem 4.
Restricting ourselves for simplicity to the problem 3Pk,we shall show how one
can make conditions (2.11) more concrete by the use of the Lagrange polynomials
L¡. This works particularly well for small values of A.
If points xx< ■■■<xu are given, the basic polynomials of the Lagrange interpolation L¡, i=l,...,
p. are the uniquely defined polynomials of degree ix—1 with

the properties £i(xJ) = 0, i#£ LXx)= 1. (See [3, p. 36].) Let
(2.12)

il(x) = ix-xx)---ix-xu),

Urix) = xTl~l,

r = 0,1,....

Instead of checking (2.11) for all ß, we can check this condition for all members
of a basis of the polynomials of degree n. An example of a basis is given by the
polynomials
(2.13)

Lx, L2,...,

Lu, Ho, • • -, Hn-«-

(If p = n+l, there are no polynomials Ur.) In fact, each ß can be written in the
form ß = 2f=i ß(-Xi)£i+ £n, where £ is some polynomial of degree n —p.

Theorem 5. A polynomial P is a polynomial of best approximation for f in 3Pkif
and only if there are p + Xikn + 2 points xte A, y¡e B such that :
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(a) IfX = 0, then p = n + 2 and the signs ofcr(xx) alternate (the Chebyshev case).

(b) IfX^l,

(2.14)
(ifp = n+\,

(2.15)

there exist numbers bx,.. -, bÁ>0for which

2 bjTl?\yj) = 0,
i =i

r = 0,...,n-p

there are no conditions (2.14) and one takes bx = l), and in addition

a(Xi)2 bjLfXy¡)< 0,

i=l,...,p.

1=1

Proof, (a) If A=0, then (2.11) becomes

(2.16)

2 a^)ßW
i=t

- °»

ai > °-

If the signs of the a(xx) do not alternate, there exist at most p —2^n points zk
which separate the x¡ into at most n +1 groups with constant o(xx) on each group,
alternating from group to group. Then Q(x) = Tl(x—zk) provides a contradiction

to (2.16). This also proves that p = n + 2.
Conversely, if the signs alternate and p = n + 2, we shall select at > 0 satisfying
(2.16). We may assume a(xi) = (—l)i, and put an+2= 1. Condition (2.16) holds for

all Q if it holds for Q=LX, i= 1,..., n + 1, where the Lx are the basic Lagrange
polynomials for the knots Xx, ■■., xn+1. For Q=L{, (2.16) becomes
ax = (-iy-t

+ 1Lt(xn+2),

and this is indeed > 0.
(b) This follows from Theorem 4 by means of the basis (2.13).
A computational way of handling the problem of finding the polynomial of
best approximation in Fk is the following. We first try A= 0, p = n + 2. If this fails,
we try A=l, p = n+l, then A=l, p = n. The case A=l, p<n is impossible, as we
shall see. If this does not work, we try X= 2, p = n, then A= 2, p = n— 1, and so on.
We shall give a rather complete treatment of the case A= 1. Let B = {y}.
Case I. X=l, p = n + l. Here there are no IIr, and with the polynomials Li for
the knots xx,..., xn+1, our conditions become

(2.17)

"(xdVfXy)< 0,

/=l,...,n+l.

Case II. X=l, p = n. Here we have to use II and the Lagrange polynomials for
the knots xit..., xn. The conditions are

(2.18)

Wk\y) = 0,

°(xx)L\*Xy)< 0, i = 1,..., n.

Case III. A=l, p<n is impossible. Here we have to consider at least n, 11».,
and as a part of the condition (2.14) we have II(W(>')= n(1fc)(>')=0,that is,

Wk\y) = 0,

yfl^^

+ kW-^y)

= 0.

It follows that flik~1\y) = 0, which is impossible, since the zeros of n(W strictly

alternate those of IP*"1'.
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In case A= 1, the signs ct(x¡) "almost alternate". We shall say that the numbers
ux, u2,..., uu form a semialternance if none of them vanishes and if they have at
least p —2 changes of sign.
We shall use the following lemma of A. A. Markov :
Lemma 1. If L, M are two polynomials of degree n with real distinct roots x¡, y¡
that alternate :
(2.19)

xx g yx ¿ x2 è • ■• = yn

with x, < y ¡for at least one j,

then the roots £,, tj; of the derivatives £', M' are also real, contained in (xl5 yn) and
alternate strictly:
(2.20)

ix <Vx < fs < •■• < Vn_x.

The same applies to the roots of £(fc), Mm, k<n.

Since we could not find a proof of this statement with the required strict inequalities in the literature, we supply a simple proof. Let

We begin with the following remark. Assume that for some j=l,
yj<xj+1. Then

(2.21)

Xix) < p.ix),

..., n—l,

x e I = iy¡, x,+ x).

This follows from the fact that for each i=l,...,
n, x —x^x—yi, and that both
differences are of the same sign. Therefore l/ix-x)^
Ijix—y), with a strict
inequality

for at least one i.

For a given j= 1,..., n —1, we now prove that £j<r¡}. Without loss of generality
we may assume that yj<$J (otherwise e¡úyj<r),) and that rjj<xj+x (otherwise
èi<xj+x Sr¡). The interior points f;, -q}of / are the only roots of A(x) and pix),
respectively, in this interval. Since /x(x)->■ + co for x->y¡+,
and because of
(2.21), we must have £j<r)f.
If Lx,..., £„ are the basic Lagrange polynomials for the knots xx< ■■■<xu,
then it follows from the lemma that the roots zx<z2< ■■■<zN, N=p.ip. —k—l) of
their derivatives L[k) are distributed in ixx, x¡) as follows: Smallest is the first
root zx of L(k); then comes the first root z2 of ££_i,...,
then the first root z„ of
Lik\ then the second root zu+1 of Lik),..., finally the last root zN of L(xk\Also the
signs of the derivatives L[kXx) for different positions of x can be simply described.
For x<zx, the sign of LfXx) is easily seen to be (-l)""*-1;
that of Lik)_xix) is
i—iy~k; ... ; finally that of Lf\x) is (-l)fc, so that they alternate. As x moves
to the right over the zk, the signs of the sequence

(2.22)

LtXx),Lf_xix),...,LxkXx)

change one by one, first the term Lf\x),

then the second term, and after Lxk\x)
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has changed sign, the first term changes sign again, and so on. As an example,
the following table shows the distribution of signs in (2.22) for p = 6, k = 2:
1"

LI

(zi, z2)

+

+
+

(z2, z3)

+

(z3, Zl)

+

Interval
(-00,

zx)

(Zi, za)

+

(zs, z6)

+

(ze, z7)

+

(z-t, zB)
(z18, +oo)

+

l:

T"

T"

L\

+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+

+

+
+
+

We have therefore :
Theorem 6. In case X= 1 of Theorem 5, the signs a(xx) form a semialternation.

For A= 1, Case II we see that y e (xx, xu). In Case I this is not necessarily so.
If Xx< • • • <xu are given, we can select y arbitrarily, different from each of the
points Zx,..., zN. Then we select P e Fk so that F(W vanishes only at y, and find
the signs o(x¡) by means of (2.17). Then/e C can be found (see §1) for which P is
the polynomial of best approximation in Fk.
3. Uniqueness of the polynomials of best approximation for the problem Fk.
As long as we have not proved uniqueness, we must consider the possibility of
several polynomials of best approximation for a given problem F and a given
function / g C[a, b]. These polynomials form a compact, convex set 38 in C.
Among all polynomials of best approximation for / we single out polynomials
with the smallest sets A(fi P), Bt(P). We call a polynomial F0 e F of best approximation for f minimal, if for any other polynomial P e F of best approximation for
/, one has

(3.1)

A(P0,f) c A(P,fi),

Bt(P0) c BX(P), i=l,...,p;

and if moreover P(x) and P0(x) coincide on A(P0,fi).
Theorem 7. For each feC
best approximation.

and each problem F there is a minimal polynomial of

Proof. Let

(3.2)

a = n A(f,py, Bt= n bip), i = i,...,P.

Each of the sets Bt(P) is either identical with [a, b], or finite. There exist therefore
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with the property that Bi = f}^=x A(A), »'=1>

.. .,p. This argument does not apply to the sets A. However, since all sets AifiP)
are compact, there exists a sequence £v e38, v = N+l,...
for which

a= V>N
n Aifipj.
Let

(3.3)

Po(x)= J yvPv(x).
v=l

L

This uniformly convergent series of polynomials of bounded degree can be differentiated termwise, therefore £0 eS?, and£0 e 3§. Moreover |/(x)-£0(x)| = ||/— £0||
can happen for some x only if all differences \f(x)—£v(*)| are equal to \fi—£0||

= ||/-£v||.

Hence A = AifiP0), and also £¡ = £¡(£0), i=l,...,/>.

Finally if £ is

another element of J1, then £(x)=£0(x) on A, for otherwise the polynomial
ß=|(£0+£)
would have smaller sets A, £¡ than the corresponding sets of £0.
Let £ be a polynomial of best approximation in the class &k for a function /,
let A=Aifi P), £=£(£) and let m, I, e denote the numbers of points in the sets A, B
and B n {a, b} (so that 0 ^ e ^ 2). To prove our main theorem about the uniqueness
of the polynomial of best approximation, we shall need some inequalities valid
for these numbers and for n, k. One of these is given by (1.8). In addition we have
Theorem 8. IfiPn is not a polynomial of degree lower than k, that is, if the set B

is finite, then

(3.4)

m^k

Proof. Assume that m^k+l.

+ 2.

We put Il(x) = T~[}=x ix—y¡)2 with the stipulation

that the first factor of the product is x —aif yx = a, and that the last factor isb —x

if yt=b. By (1.8), II is a polynomial of degree 2l-e^n-k.

We can find in [a, b]

exactly k+l points zx< - - - <zk+x, among which there are all of the x(. We define
ß by means of a repeated integral

(3.5)

Qix) = f* dtx--- p"'
Ja

Ja

Ylitk)dtk-Rkix),

where £fc(x), a polynomial of degree k, is so chosen that Qiz)=Q, i= 1,.. .,k+1.
This can be done by Lagrange interpolation. We now show that the leading
coefficient A of Rk is strictly positive. The divided difference of order k, [zx, z2,...,
Z/c+i] of ß is zero. On the other hand, this difference is a certain repeated integral
of the kth derivative of ß [8, p. 16, formula (40)]. The corresponding divided
difference of the integral in (3.5) is strictly positive, since its kth derivative, II(x)>0
on [a, b] except for isolated points. The divided difference of Rk is a positive
multiple of A. Hence A > 0.
Thus ß is a polynomial of degree n, which satisfies ß(x() = 0, i=l,..
.,m, and
ß(fc)(x)= n(x) +Const, where the constant is negative. Therefore Q{kXyi)< 0,
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7=1,...,/.

If in (2.11) A>0, we have obtained a contradiction

11

with Theorem 4.

If, on the other hand, A=0 in (2.11), then by Theorem 5(a), m^p=n + 2^k + 2.
The conclusion of Theorem 8 may be wrong, if the degree of Fn is less than k.
If, for example, / is a strictly decreasing function on [a, b], then for each n, its
polynomial of best approximation Fn e Fx is the constant \[f(a) +f(b)\. We have

m = 2, k=\.
Later, in Theorem 16, we shall see that m = 3 is possible for arbitrary large n
for the problem Fx.
From the inequality (2.9), obtained by Hermite interpolation,

(3.6)

it follows that

m + (k+l)l = n+2.

A stronger inequality, namely (3.10) below, requires Birkhoff interpolation [2].
This interpolation may be described as follows. (The following terminology is
due to Schoenberg [12].) For integers m = l,2,...,
n=l,2,...
we consider
"incidence matrices" E=(ex¡), i=l,...,
m,j=0,...,
n, with elements exj that are
0 or 1. By e we denote the set of pairs (i,j) for which exj=l; we assume that the
number of elements of e is n +1. The matrix F satisfies the Pólya condition if
m

(3.7)

r

2 2 £»= r+1'
i=l

r = 0,...,n.

1=0

The matrix F is called free or poised, if for any selection of points xx < xß < ■■■< xm
and real data bu, (i, j) e e, the Birkhoff interpolation problem

(3.8)

QU)(xi)= bij,

(i,j)ee

has a solution among all polynomials Q of degree n. If E is free, then it satisfies

the Pólya condition [12].
A maximal sequence of the matrix F is a sequence of l's
(3.9)

etj, etj+1, . . ., eiJ+p

which cannot be extended to a longer sequence of l's. A sequence of l's (3.9) is
said to be supported, if there exist pairs (¡x,jx), (Í2,js) e e sucri that ¡i < i<i2, and
jx,j2<j- Atkinson and Sharma [1] proved that a matrix E is free if E satisfies
the Pólya condition and if each supported maximal sequence of F has an even
number of elements. (For a simple proof of this result see [7].) By means of this
theorem we derive
Theorem 9. For each polynomial PneFk of best approximation, of degree not less

than k,

(3.10)

m + 2l-e = n+2.

Proof. Assume that (3.10) does not hold, then m+2l—e = n + l. We consider
the Birkhoff interpolation problem (for polynomials g of degree n)

(3.11)

Q(xA = auo,

Q^yA = b,ik, i=l,...,m,

/=!,...,/.
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We add to (3.11) conditions
(3.12)

ß*""^)

= bj.k.x,

a<yj<b

with arbitrary data bj¡k-X, unless k= 1 and yy=x¡ in which case we take bj¡0=ali0.
If necessary, we add some conditions of the form

(3.13)

Qizq) = c9,

(with Zg^Xj, zq^y) to have a total number of conditions (3.11), (3.12), (3.13)
equal to n +1. From Theorem 8 it follows that the incidence matrix £, that corresponds to this interpolation problem, satisfies the Pólya condition, and from the
theorem of Atkinson and Sharma it follows that £ is free. Hence (3.11) has a
solution ß for any choice of data. But this contradicts Theorem 2.
We can now prove the main result of this section.
Theorem

10. The polynomials of best approximation for the problem 3Pk are

unique.

Proof. Let/e C[a, b], let £ be one of its minimal polynomials of best approximation, let £i be any other polynomial of best approximation. We shall prove that
D=P-PX is identically zero. Let A = AifiP), £=£(£). We count the number of
zeros of D(k) (taking into account their multiplicity). We know that £(x) = 0,

x g A and that £<w(.y)-0, y e B, also (see (1.7)) that Dlk+1Xy)= 0 if y e B, y±a, b.
If £= [a, b], then Dm is identically zero. If B is finite, that is, if £ is of degree not
less than k, we prove the same fact as follows. Let a ^ zx ^ • • • á zp ^ b be all zeros
of Da<~1'>
in [a, b]. Then by Rolle's theorem, p ^ m —k +1.
We denote by lx the number of points of B among the z, with a<z¡<b. Also,
let /(0), /(/), i=l,..
.,p—l and lip) denote the number of points of £ in the open
intervals (a, zx), (z¡, zi + 1), /= 1,..., p— 1, and (zp, b), respectively.
Among the points a, b there are e points of £. Hence there are at least e zeros of
£<w there. Each point z¡, a<zt<b, which belongs to B, is at least a double zero of
D{k). We count here at least 2/, zeros of D{k\ Similarly, the intervals (a, z,) and
izp,b) contain together at least 2/(0) + 21ip) zeros of Dm. An interval (z¡, zí + 1)
contains at least 2/(/) zeros of D(k>.However, between any two adjacent zeros of

the polynomial Dik~1'>there is an odd number of zeros of its derivative. This gives
at least 2/(/)+ 1 zeros of D(k)in (z¡, zi+1).

Altogether, Dm has at least

e+ 2lx+ 2li0)+ 2lip)+ 2 [2/(/)+l] = e+2[lx+^ /(i)l+£—1
i=i

L
(=o
= e + 2i¡-e)+p-l

^ m + 21-e-k

zeros. By Theorem 9, this is ^n —k + 2. Hence D(k) is identically zero in all cases.
It follows that £ is a polynomial of degree k—l. But D has m^k + 2 zeros, by
(3.4). Thus D must vanish identically. This completes the proof.
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It is a striking feature of this proof, that in many places of it the required inequalities are much weaker than the complete truth. For Theorem 9, m^k+l
is
sufficient instead of (3.4), and in the last argument the inequalities m + 2l—e^n+ 1

and m^k would suffice in place of (3.10) and (3.4).
Remark. In the case k = l, and when the function/is differentiate, there is a
simpler proof of Theorem 10, which does not depend upon Theorem 9 and the
Birkhoff interpolation. Let P, Px he two polynomials of best approximation, let F
be minimal. Let D, A, B he defined as before. We put A0 = A\B, mQ=\A0\,
eA= \A0 n {a, b}\, eB=\B n {a, b}\. Then

(3.14)

m0+ 2l â n + 2.

For otherwise we can, by Hermite interpolation, find a polynomial Q with prescribed values Q(x), xeA, Q'(y), y e B, and the "parasitic" prescribed values
Q(y), y e A n B. At the points of B\{a, b} we have double zeros of D, at the points

of A0\{a, b), (fi-P)' = 0, (f-Px)' = 0, hence D'= (P-Px)'=
least

0. Altogether D' has at

2l—eB + mQ—eA = m0 + 2l—2 ä n

zeros.
4. Possible configurations: sets A, B.

We discuss again the problem

^r(kx, ■■■, kp ; ex,...,

ep).

If sets A, Bx,..., Bp in [a, b] are given, we can ask whether they can be realized
as sets A(fi P), Bx(P),..., BP(P) of some function/g
C[a, b] and of its polynomial
of best approximation Pe0t We recall the notion of possible sets Bx, ■■-, Bp of
§1. For simplicity we shall assume that the sets A, Bx,..., Bp are finite. We denote

the points of A by x¡, j= 1.m,

the points of Bxby yi},j= 1,..., /¡, i= 1,..., p.

By means of Theorem 3 we obtain:
Theorem 11. Sets A,BU i—\,...,p
can be realized in the problem 3A if and
only if the sets Blt..., Bp are possible and if in addition there is a nontrivial identity

(4.1)

2 «i6(*,)+
2 °i1=1
2 W'Kya)= o,
i=l

1=1

with bn^O, and at least one blj>0, which is valid for all polynomials Q of degree n.

Condition (4.1) can be replaced by the following: There is no polynomial Q of
degree n that vanishes at all points x¡,j= 1,..., m, and satisfies

(4.2)

eiQ^(yi.)>0,

j= l,...,h;

/= I,...,p.

Proof, (a) Sufficiency. We define o(x,) = + 1, so as to have a¡cr(Xj)= 0,j= 1,...,

m.
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By §1, there exist/eC[a,

[May

Z>]and£eJ" for which A = A(fi,£),£, = £¡(£),/=l,..

.,p.

Then (4.1) shows that condition (2.6) of Theorem 3 is satisfied.
(b) Necessity. Conversely, if (2.6) holds, we have a nontrivial identity (4.1),
perhaps with all bij = Q. In the latter case, since any n+1 points Ä",= (xf, x?_1,...,
Xj, 1) are linearly independent in the space £n +1, we must have m = n + 2. Then the
Xi span £n +1, hence each point Te £n+1 is a linear combination of the Xt. Then

we have (4.1) with a prescribed bi}= 1, all other ¿¡, = 0.
Condition (4.1) obviously implies (4.2). Conversely, if (4.2) holds, then in £n + 1
there is no hyperplane through the points 0, Xx,..., Xm which leaves all points

Yu = etin- ■-in-kt+Vy?-"',

---, k)., 0,..., 0)

strictly on one side. This means that the convex hull of the points Yti contains at
least one point of the subspace spanned by the points Xt. But this is identical with

(4.1).
Examples. For n = 2, kx = l, the sets A = {-l,l},

for all polynomials ß of degree 2, ß(-l)-ß(l)

B={0} are realizable, because,

+ 2ß'(0)=0.

Likewise, for n = 4,

rCi= l, k2 = 3, the identity

ß(-i)-ß(l)

+ 2ß'(0) + iß"(0) = 0,

valid for all polynomials of degree 4, shows that the sets A—{—1, 1}, £i=£2 = {0}
are realizable.
For the problem £%,each finite set B is possible for a sufficiently large n (see (1.8)).
As a special case of Theorem 11 we have
Theorem 12. Sets A={xx,...,
xm} and B={y}, where n^k + 2 if a<y<b,
and
n^k+l
ify = a or y = b can be realized by an extremal pair fi, PeâPk if and only

if there is an identity

(4.3)

m

2 ««oto= Qw(y)>
i=i

valid for all polynomials Q of degree n, or if and only if Q{kXy) vanishes for all Q
with zeros xx,..., xm.

Finally, we can apply to our problem the polynomials IIr, r=0,...,
n —m of
(2.12). They constitute a basis for all polynomials that vanish at the points xx,...,
xm. From conditions (4.1) and (4.2) of Theorem 11 we obtain:
Theorem 13. Sets A={xx,...,xm}
and B={yx,...,y)
are realizable for the
problem SPkif and only if either m^n+l,
or else m^n and there exist bj^O, not all

zero, for which

(4.4)

2 b^(y)
y=i

= 0.

r = 0,...,n-m.
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5. Possible configurations: numbers m, I for the problem 0%. Let n and the
problem 0k, kr¿n be given. If m, I are the numbers of elements of two finite realizable sets A, B for the problem 0k, what is the range of all possible pairs m, 11 We
are far from being able to answer this question, and shall restrict ourselves to a few
examples. Of interest seem to be, in the first place, cases with small values of m,
with large values of /and with small values of m + l. In Theorem 14, we show that
m + l=n is possible for an arbitrary large n. In Theorem 15, /is approximately
\n, and m + l=n+l
for the problem 0*x.Theorem 16 is, in some sense, inverse to
Theorem 9. In particular, Theorem 16 shows that m = 3, l=n—l is possible for

k = \.
Theorem 14. Let n = 2p, let k be odd and k<n—l.

Then there exist sets A, B,

realizable for the problem 0k, and consisting of m = n —2 and 1=2 points, respectively.

Proof. Let the basic interval be [—1, +1]. We take 0<x1<.-<xp_1^l
arbitrarily.

The set A consists of n-2

points

±xx, i=l,..

.,p—l.

Let fl(x) =

nf=ix (x2-*?). and let y be a zero of the even polynomial (xfl)(k) in the interval
(0, 1). We take yx= —y2=y. We have to check that these sets A, B satisfy the
conditions (4.4) of Theorem 13. With bx = b2 = l, the conditions become

(5.1)

lïtkX-y) + TVkXy)= 0,

r = 0,1,2.

For r=l this holds because of the choice of y, for r = 0 and r = 2—because n(fc)
and (x2Iiyk) are odd polynomials.
Theorem

15. For m = 4, 5,...

and arbitrary points Xx< ■■■<xm in [a, b], there

are points yx,..., ym-2 in [a, b] so that the sets A={xlt ■.., xm} and B = {yx,...,
ym-2} are sets A(f,P), B(P) for an extremal pair fi P of the problem 0X, with

n = 2m —3.
Proof. Let n(x)=J77=1 (x—xt), and let yx< • • • <ym-x he the zeros of II' in
[a, b]. The first m —2 of these points are the required yf. We prove this by means of
the condition (4.2) of Theorem 11. Each polynomial Q that vanishes at the points
xt, has the form Q=YIR, where F is a polynomial of degree m —3. We have

(5.2)

Q'(yj) = U(yj)R'(y¡),

j=l,...,m-l.

We have to prove that not all values Q'(y¡), j=l,...,m—2are
>0. Otherwise,
since the signs of the fl(y,) alternate, also the signs R'(y¡),j=l,...,
m—2 would
alternate. Then R', a polynomial of degree m-4, would have m-3 zeros, giving

R'(x)=0 and Q'(y¡)=0,j=l,...,m-l,

a contradiction.

Theorem 16. All values of m and I that satisfy m+2l=n

+ 2, m = 3 are possible

for the problem 0yThe proof will depend on lemmas about the basic polynomials of Hermite
interpolation, which are of interest in themselves.
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Lemma 2. Let numbers a<ß and an integer 1=1,2,...
be given. Let P be a polynomial whose zeros are real and lie to the left of a, and assume that £(x) > 0 for
x ^ a. There exist I points

(5.3)

a < yx < ■■■ < y, < ß

for which the polynomials

(5.4)

6\(x) - £(x)(x-a)(x-/3)

n

(x-y)2,

k=l,...,l

j*k

satisfy
(5.5)

G'kiyk)= 0,

k = l,...,l.

Proof. We write u=y0, ß=yl+x, and study the polynomials (5.4) for an arbitrary
choice of the points y¡, j=l,...,
I, with y0^yx^ - - ■^y^yl+x.
We define zk,
k=l,...,
/in the following way. If yk-x=yk+x, we put zk=yk_x=yk+x, and have
G'k(zk)= 0. If yk-x<yk+x, there exists, by Rolle's theorem, a unique zk, yk-X<zk
<Jfc+i> f°r which G'kizk)= 0. First of all we prove:
(5.6)

zk ^ zk+x,

k = I,...,

I.

First let zk+x=yk+x, then (5.6) follows from the definition of zk.

In the general case, let

Hix) = Pix)ix-a)ix-ß)

O

(X-y,)2-

y#fc.fc+i

Differentiating,
G'kizk+X) = H'izk+x)izk+x-yk+x)2
G'k+Xizk+X) = H'izk+x)izk+x-yk)2

+ 2Hizk+x)izk+x-yk+x),
+ 2Hizk+x)izk+x-yk)

= 0,

and eliminating £T(zfc+1),
(5.8)

G'kizk+x)izk+x-yk)

= 2Hizk+x)izk+x-yk+x)iyk+x-yk).

Let zfc+1#jfc+1, this implies that also zk+xj^yk, zk+x=£yk+2. We may assume that
Zk+i <Jfc+i» for otherwise (5.6) is obvious. Since £?"(zfc+1)<0, we derive from (5.8)
that G'kizk+x)^0. Now C7k(x) is negative on (a,ß), and strictly decreasing for
j>fc_i<x<zfc, strictly increasing for zk<x<yk+x. Hence we have zk^zk+x.

We now consider the subset of S of the /-dimensional space £' that consists of
all points iyx,.. .,y) satisfying a^yx^ ■■■^y^ß.
The set of S is compact and
convex. For given £, a, ß, I we consider the map of S into itself defined by

(5.9)

iyx,...,y)^izx,...,z).

The map is continuous; to show this, we consider zk as a function of the point
iyi, • • •t yd 6 S. Let iyx,...,

y) be a fixed point of S with the corresponding

zk

and the polynomial Gk. For a given 8>0, we shall find a neighborhood U of
(ji, ...,y)in
S, so that for all points iyx,..., y) of U, \zk-zk\ < 8. Ifyk-i=yk+i,
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this follows from yK-iHzk^yk+l.
In the case y~k-i<z~k<yk+i, we can assume
that S satisfies yk-x<zk —28<zk + 28<yk+x. In the interval I=(zk —8, zk + S), G'k
has the simple zero zk. Hence, for some p>0,G'k takes values > p and values <—p

on I. Let U he so small that for (yx,.. .,y,)e U, \yt—pi\ < 8, i=k, k+l, and that
\G'k(x)-G'k(x)\<p, a^x^ß.
Then the interval (yk,yk+i)
changes sign on /, so that zke I and \zk—zk\ < 8.

contains /, and G'k

It follows that the map (5.9) has a fixed point: zk=yk, k = \,...,/.
fixed point we have the strict inequalities
(5.10)

For this

a < yx < ■■■ < yi < ß.

Otherwise there is a k, l^k^l
for which yk-x=yk<yk+i- Then zk satisfies yk-x
<zk<yk+\, a contradiction, in view of zk=yk.
Let Xx,...,xm,yx,...,yi
be distinct points of the interval [a,b], let m+2l
= n + 2, we consider the basic polynomials F¡, G}, H¡ of the Hermite interpolation
of degree n +1, with knots xx, y¡. These are polynomial of degree (at most) n +1,

defined by the relations

(5 11)

Fi(xk) = 8(fc,

Fly A = F&y;) = 0,

GA*<)= 0'

<%*)-**.

Hj(Xi) = 0,

Hj(yh) = 0,

G'j(yh)= 0,
H'j(yh) = hjh,

i,k = l,...,m;

j,h = 1,...,/.

Lemma 3. If points Xx< - - - < xm_ ».< xm are given, m ^ 2, there exist y¡,j=l,..
(5.12)

.,1

xm_! < yx < ■■■ < yi < xm,

for which the Hermite polynomials (5.11) have the properties:

(5.13)
(5.14)

The polynomials G¡, j = 1,..., / are of degree n.
The leading coefficients at of H¡, j = 1,...,

/ satisfy a¡ < 0.

Proof. We select yi,...,y¡
according to Lemma 2, taking a=xm_x, ß=xm,
P(x) = TJ?=x2(x—x¡). The polynomials F¡, H¡ are chosen in the standard fashion.

The Gk are defined by
m

(5.15)

Gk(x) = bk n
i= l

(x-xA n

(x-yj)2,

k = l,...,l

l*tc

where the bk are taken to satisfy Gk(yk)=l. Then condition (5.13) will be satisfied:
the degree of each Gk is m+21—2=n.
The polynomials H¡ are of degree n +1 ; they do not vanish identically, hence H¡
has simple zeros at x¡, í=l.m,
y¡ and double zeros at yk, k^j. At y,, H¡
changes sign from - to +, then remains 5 0 until xm, and at xm changes sign again.
Hence H¡(x)<0 for large x, and ay<0.
Proof of Theorem 16. We take Xx< • • • <xm arbitrarily in [a, b], then y¡, j=l,
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...,/,

xm_!<j!<

• • • <yt<xm

according

to Lemma 3. The set B={yx,..

.,y)

is

possible for^j, since the condition (1.8) is satisfied in virtue of w^3. To check the
condition (4.2) of Theorem 11 we show that there does not exist a polynomial ß
of degree n that satisfies ß(Xj)=0, i=l,.. .,m, ß'(jy)>0,/=l,...,/.
Each such ß is also a polynomial of degree n + l, and hence has a representation
by the Hermite interpolation formula:

(5.16)

m

I

I

ß(x)= 2 ß(*i)^(*)+
2 Q(yt)GÂx)+
2 Q'(yj)HÀx).
t=i

i=l

i=l

The first sum is 0, the second is a polynomial of degree n. The last sum has as its
highest term

2 a}Q'iyj)x"+\
y=i
and this is not zero by (5.14). Hence a polynomial ß of this type cannot exist.
The method of proof of Theorem 16 can be used for other purposes. For m=2
one can give, by means of our considerations, an existence proof of the Gauss
integration formulas, which is free of the theory of orthogonal polynomials.
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